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Reisen snowpea)

1 bunch basil (1¾ oz Genovese)
summer squash (4 small and 1 big Costata Romanesco and Mutabile)
1 bunch scallions (Evergreen Hardy Bunching)
1 bunch carrots (St Valery)
8 squash blossoms
Dear CSA members,
Brrrrrzzzzrrummmblerumblegrrr. August is off to a great start and the hills are
alive and bzzzing with the sound of Harleys. We got 6/10” of rain last night, the
field is lush and happy. Cucumbers in the greenhouse are vining absoultely
out of control and they’re beginning to set fruit. This past Sunday we
butchered chickens and we’re feeling tremendously grateful for our excellent,
skilled, and cheery eviscerating crew who helped make the morning go so
smoothly and quickly, and appreciative for the birds which were so healthy
and happy, and all the work they did for our pasture. Special big thanks to all
our customers for helping support local meat. It’s an honor to provide good
meat for our community.

Oh peppers - I know you’re in here somewhere....

This week’s share
2 heads garlic (Purple Glazer)
lettuce (½ lb Grandpa Admire’s, Brown Goldring)
1 bunch kale (1 lb, Red and White Russian)
snap peas / snow peas (6 oz Sugar Ann and Cascadia or Schwiezer
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there you are!
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The lettuce mix this week features both Grandpa Admire’s and Brown Goldring.
Grandpa Admire’s is a farm favorite for consitantly great performance, crunch
and flavor. Brown Goldring is a taste test winner and gets rave reviews from
these two farmers. From Wild Garden Seed: “In replicated studies over two
years that included blind taste tests by 28 teenage Botany students, 80% rated
this (unfortunately named) variety as “sweet,” and less than 10% rated it bitter.
None of the other of the 20 tested varieties came close to this ranking.”

Grandpa Admire’s (left) and Brown Goldring (right)

cucumbers are on their way

collecting squash blossoms

Summer vegetable pancakes with basil scallion cream These savory pancakes are irresistable. You might serve
them up as an appetizer, of, if you’re like us, as a main dish. This recipe was adapted from Gourmet, August 2002.
for basil scallion cream
3/4 c. sour cream (plain yogurt
would work just fine too)
1/4 c. chopped fresh basil
2 tbsp chopped fresh scallions (or chives)
salt to taste

for pancakes
2 zucchini, grated
2 carrots, grated
1 1/4 tsp salt
1/4 c. all-purpose flour (or gluten
free alternative)

1 1/2 tsp sugar
1/4 tsp black pepper
2 egg whites
olive oil

Make basil scallion cream. In a bowl combine chopped basil, scallions (or chives) and salt. Store in fridge until ready
to serve.
Make Pancakes. Grate zucchini and carrots into a colander and toss with salt. Let stand for 20 minutes and then take
handfuls at a time and squeeze all of the liquid out. Transfer the drained veggies to a large bowl and combine with
flour, sugar, and pepper.
Use a stand mixer or roll up your sleeve and beat egg whites with salt until they form a stiff peak. Then fold them into
the vegetable mixture.
Preheat a cast iron pan with 2 tbsp of oil. Working in batches, spoon 1/4 c. mixture into pan and flatten with a spoon.
Cook until golden brown about 2-3 minutes each side. Remove and place on paper towels to drain the excess oil and
sprinkle with salt. Serve with dollops of herbed cream.

herbs drying

herbs dried

Now is the time to start thinking about putting up for winter. If you are already feeling completely overwhelmed by
summer squash, grate up some of them and tuck them away in the freezer for zucchini walnut bread on a snowy
December day. Or completely wow your friends with a zucchini chocolate cake for New Years. Shredded zucchini
makes for a great addition to any hearty pasta sauce, stew or chili. We like to take extra big ones and cut them into
1/4"(ish) circles and dry them into chips. These store well in a ziplock bag in the cupboard. Need a break from kale?
Pull the leaves off the thick stem, blanch them, then into ice water really quick. Drain and put them up in a ziplock in
the freezer for wintertime pasta sauce, chili, lasagna, quiche, smoothies, what have you. To save basil, we usually mix
up a batch of pesto and freeze it. Or you can lay out the leaves to dry - I'd suggest pinching the leaves off the stem,
they'll dry more evenly and quickly.
This all takes time to do but is certainly worth it come next February. Learning to put up produce from the farmers
market and later our own garden was one of the many small steps that led us into farming full time. It is somewhat
ironic now that we have an abundance of produce, we have lost a lot of the free time to can, kraut, freeze, etc. The
bounty of August and September is definitely worth taking the time to prioritize some food preservation. If you’re
interested, we have many books and other resources that we would love to share.
With the gratitude and satisfaction of a carrot popping free from nice wet ground,
Your farmers,
Trish and Jeremy

